DO IT SMART:
Taking nasal swabs
Take samples of several aﬀected piglets of three diﬀerent litters!
Take the right samples to get best results
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Sampling

Nasal swab sets
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Bigger piglets (≥ 1 kg):
A Set for 20 piglets:
20 small nasal swabs
Take rectal swab samples
and Virocult®.
(several animals of the same

One nasal swab
per animal.
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Smaller piglets (≤ 1 kg):

Insert
nasal
swabfeces
in
Take
naïve
samples
bothby
nostrils.
using the tube (several

litter in one tube and with
B Set for 20 animals
of all age groups one swab) AND take naïve
(see A, but with large
feces samples by using the
swabs).

animals
of thethe
same litter in
Make
sure to insert
one
tube).
Homogenise
each
nasal
swab
deeply
into
eachpool
nostril.
with a swab.

Label the tube using
a waterproof pen.

It is essential to ship the
samples at the beginning
of the week with a frozen
cooling element.

tube.
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For example: animal
numbers, sampling
date, stock, type of pen,
… safety bag together
Put all the swabs andspecial
tubescharacteristics
Put the
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In your
tightly closed together
withown interest,
with the cool pack in the box.
please
absorptive material in
the send a pre-Add the SMART KIT voucher,
liminary report with
bag.
close the box and put the
the samples.
UN-sticker with the address
of the laboratory on it.
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Place the swab in
the rube and cut the
plastic stick slightly
behind the viscose
head.
Do not leave the stick
too long, because the
Virocult® will not close
properly.

of
ContentContent
of
diagnostic
swabs please use diagnostic
the
KIT: KIT:
To ship the nasal

form “Submission

x swab1 × cooling element
form for isolation3of
1 × safety bag
inﬂuenza viruses”.3 x tube
1 x tissue1 × UN-sticker

For samples at the end
of the
week, astore
Within
fewnasal
days you Ask
will your local sales
address sticker
1 x safety1 ×bag
swabs in the refridgerareceive
the
test
results.
IDT
20
×
representatives
for
tor (collection of several
1 x cool packsmall or large nasal swabs
bears
the cost
of the test.
swabs
possible;
do NOT
20 ×
medium
tubes (Virocult®)
a free nasal swab 1set.
x SMART
KIT
voucher
freeze!).
absorbable
tissue
1 x laboratory address
Always ship nasal swabs
1 x UN-sticker
with cooling elements.

If you have any questions, please contact your IDT Technical Service Manager:
Dr. Verena Gotter 0049 - 152 018 275 81
There is no obligation to purchase IDT products in connection with, or after, the use of the IDT diagnostic tests.

